Testing Accelerator
A Complete Lab Testing Solution
The Texbase Testing Accelerator combines the features of Texbase Materials & Testing
with the global lab testing capabilities of third-party labs to create an integrated solution for lab test data management. As the lab completes lab tests for Testing
Accelerator customers, both the lab test data and the final report are automatically
sent to Texbase providing one central location for all lab test data no matter
where the testing is performed.
When you sign up for Texbase Testing Accelerator your company is automatically
connected to a third-party lab using the Texbase Connect secure collaboration
network.

The Best of Both Worlds – Integrated Together
Texbase and third-party labs have joined forces to make it easy for companies to learn
from the experts who know how to test and combine that with the team at Texbase
who know how to manage lab data. The result is an integrated approach that streamlines the process of deciding what to test for, how to test it, the data you need to capture, automatic pass/fail and the ability to quickly make decisions based on test results.

Accelerate your
ability to test and
manage lab data.

Pre-Configured Lab Test Protocols
Testing Accelerator customers benefit by having their Texbase Testing module
pre-configured with testing protocols defined by third-party lab professionals. This
makes it easy to get started knowing your lab test protocols are ready to go – right
from the start.
Default Specifications for Common Material Types
Default lab test specifications for common material types are automatically created
within Texbase Testing. This makes it easy to know what to test for, based on the
material being tested and their most common end-use requirements. These templates
can then be modified to meet the needs of special cases.
Lab Test Requests
Texbase Testing makes it easy to generate a new lab test and assign it for testing.
Testing Accelerator accounts come with a default set of Lab Test Request form that
makes it simple to create and print or email a PDF that clearly communicates what
material is being tested and what it needs to be tested for.
Centralized Data Management
Lab Test results are captured within Texbase Testing and linked to the materials being
tested. Each lab test displays both the data and the calculated results, provides
automatic pass/fail visual cues and embeds the expected values from the specification
providing all the information needed to make decisions regarding fitness for a
particular use.
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Track Progress, Analyze Data and Create Reports
Texbase Dashboards provide views into lab work in progress while data comparison
tools make it easy to analyze data and create reports to communicate results. Use the
tools within Texbase Materials and Testing to automate your material development and
QC processes to accelerate you speed to market while maintaining the data needed to
validate decisions and maintain quality throughout.
Contact Texbase to Get Started with the Testing Accelerator Today!

Specification templates to
standardize data collection
& automate pass/fail analysis.

Data and test reports
stored in the system.

Texbase Technology
Texbase software is purpose-built by industry and technology experts,
delivered as a service using a secure cloud infrastructure and is accessed by a
web browser. The system is standards-based using best-in-breed software,
hardware and management practices. Multi-layer security architecture ensures
data protection and secure collaboration, and the infrastructure is housed in a
Tier-3 data center providing redundancy and resiliency.
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Texbase provides compliance, quality and materials management software
solutions that power great product experiences. We innovate quality assurance
data management, supplier collaboration and product compliance solutions for
the apparel, footwear and consumer products industries. Texbase is a pioneer
in web based business solutions and collaboration platforms that unite brands,
retailers, suppliers and testing labs that trace compliance and quality from raw
materials to finished product.

